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ABSTRACT: Super-resolution imaging techniques have broken the diffraction-limited resolution
of light microscopy. However, acquiring three-dimensional (3D) super-resolution information
about structures and dynamic processes in live cells at high speed remains challenging. Recently,
the development of high-speed single-point edge-excitation subdiffraction (SPEED) microscopy,
along with its 2D-to-3D transformation algorithm, provides a practical and effective approach to
achieving 3D subdiffraction-limit information in subcellular structures and organelles with
rotational symmetry. One of the major benefits of SPEED microscopy is that it does not rely on
complex optical components and can be implemented on a standard, inverted epifluorescence
microscope, simplifying the process of sample preparation and the expertise requirement. SPEED
microscopy is specifically designed to obtain 2D spatial locations of individual immobile or
moving fluorescent molecules inside submicrometer biological channels or cavities at high
spatiotemporal resolution. The collected data are then subjected to postlocalization 2D-to-3D
transformation to obtain 3D super-resolution structural and dynamic information. In recent years,
SPEED microscopy has provided significant insights into nucleocytoplasmic transport across the nuclear pore complex (NPC) and
cytoplasm-cilium trafficking through the ciliary transition zone. This Review focuses on the applications of SPEED microscopy in
studying the structure and function of nuclear pores.
KEYWORDS: Super resolution microscopy, Single molecule, Nuclear pore complex, Nucleocytoplasmic transport, SPEED microscopy,
Nucleoporins, Single particle tracking, Nuclear envelope transmembrane proteins

1. INTRODUCTION

1.1. Overview of Single-Molecule Localization Microscopy

1.1.1. Super-resolution Light Microscopy. In order to
locate molecules and track their movements and behaviors at
the single particle level, the primary hurdle that must be
overcome is the physical limitations that light imposes on
microscopy. The ability of standard light microscopy to resolve
a target object is restricted by Abbe’s diffraction limit, which is
defined by the equation d

2NA
= , where d is the diffraction

limit, λ is the wavelength of the detected light, and NA is the
numerical aperture of the objective lens.1 Considering that
high magnification oil immersion microscope objectives
typically have an NA in the 1.3−1.5 range and detection is
typically in the visible light spectrum, the conventional
resolution limit for light microscopy is approximately 200
nm.2 Any object smaller than this limit is observed as a point
spread function (PSF), typically in the form of an airy disk
pattern rather than a single, discernible point.3−5 Without
innovative advancements in microscopy techniques, entry into
the realm of single-molecule localization would be impossible
under these restrictions. Despite its relatively large size for a
subcellular structure, the nuclear pore complex (NPC) with
dimensions of approximately 50 nm at its narrowest waist and

200 nm in length cannot be accurately resolved using standard
microscopy techniques.6 Super-resolution in light microscopy
refers to techniques that can achieve resolutions smaller than
half of the diffraction limit.7 Several methods, such as
stimulated emission depletion (STED) microscopy, structured
illumination microscopy (SIM), and single-molecule local-
ization microscopy (SMLM), can achieve super-resolution.
However, SMLM has gained wide popularity in biological
applications due to its ability to achieve the highest resolution
among these methods.8−10

As the name suggests, SMLM is a method of localizing
individual molecules.6−8 Such a concept is fundamentally
based on the fact that the spatial location of individual
fluorophores can be back-calculated with subdiffraction
resolution using its PSF, given that it does not interfere with
another molecule’s PSF.3,9 It is not necessary, however, to
maintain spatial separation between individual fluorophores,
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because controlled temporal separation of fluorescence can be
utilized to effectively create distinct PSFs, even if the
fluorophores themselves are within the PSF range. Typically,
SMLM utilizes the fact that fluorophores have both fluorescent
and nonfluorescent states (“on” and “off,” respectively). As
long as it is possible to curate only frames containing spatially
distinct PSFs from a collected image, those can be combined to
produce a complete picture of the behaviors of that single
molecule within the given environment.11 Common methods
of SMLM include photoactivated localization microscopy
(PALM), which utilizes photoactivatable fluorophores, and
stochastic optical reconstruction microscopy (STORM), which
uses photoswitchable fluorophores, meaning that they can be
switched between fluorescent and nonfluorescent states
induced by certain wavelengths of light. While both PALM
and STORM share similar “on”/“off” cycle methodologies,
another common SMLM method known as DNA-based point
accumulation for imaging in nanoscale topography (DNA-
PAINT) uses transient binding of fluorescently labeled DNA
probes to produce “on” and “off” states.12−17

1.1.2. Challenges When Imaging with SMLM in Live
Cells. One of the most important factors to consider when
attempting any fluorescence microscopy experiments, partic-
ularly for single molecule experiments, is the signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR).18 Essentially, the SNR is a way of describing the
quality of a signal, and a sufficiently high SNR of the target
fluorescent molecule is required for high-precision single-
molecule localization. There are two ways to enhance the SNR:
by reducing the noise level or amplifying the emission signal.
There are a few different sources of background noise that
limit the potential SNR, including (1) “dark noise” due to
detector-introduced current, which can be reduced by using
cooled cameras, (2) “read noise” generated from the
conversion of photocurrents to signal voltages, and (3)
“multiplicative noise” generated by stochastic amplification of
photoelectrons, and background fluorescence.3,4,19 Further, live
cell imaging has been reported to increase background noise
levels due to out-of-focus fluorophores and cellular autofluor-
escence.20,21

There are several ways to increase the emission signal,
including using fluorophores with a high extinction coefficient,
quantum yield (QY), and brightness, increasing the excitation
power, or extending the acquisition time. Nevertheless, each
method listed above has constraints and disadvantages,
impeding the ability to acquire super-resolution dynamic
data, especially in live cells under physiological conditions.
Collecting sufficiently intense emission signals from a single
molecule has been made significantly more accessible with the
development of small organic dyes and fluorescent quantum
dots.22−25 However, these methods are not always ideal for
performing live cell imaging. Fluorescent quantum dots can be
harmful to cells and require bioconjugation, and other labeling
methods typically require that the cell be made permeabilized
and thus killed.26−28 A common solution to these problems is
to utilize fluorescent proteins (FPs), such as EGFP or
mCherry, and genetically encode them to be bound to a
protein of interest.29 Unfortunately, these FPs typically have
lower QY and extinction coefficients (ε) than dyes or
nanoparticles, decreasing the potential photon budget under
given conditions.30,31 In addition, FPs are relatively large
compared with other fluorophores and can therefore interfere
with the movements or interactions of small target molecules.

Raising the excitation power leads to a stronger emission
signal; however, it also causes faster photobleaching and more
photodamage to live cells.32,33 Photochemical stability can
significantly limit the potential of a fluorophore to produce
sufficient emission due to photobleaching.34 Photobleaching is
a dynamic process in which a fluorochrome exposed to
excitation light undergoes photoinduced chemical destruction,
thus losing its ability to fluoresce. A fluorophore with a higher
stability will stay unphotobleached for an extended time,
allowing for more prolonged imaging and higher excitation
power. Similar to the problems of low quantum yield, FPs
generally have weaker photostability compared with their small
organic dye and fluorescent quantum dot counterparts. Low
photostability means that tracking a molecule is made more
challenging because it may not be physically possible to collect
images over a long enough time interval to solve for its
trajectory before photobleaching.4

Prolonging the acquisition time has been a common strategy
in SMLM, leading to many studies in fixed cells and
immobilized molecules.35 On the other hand, live-cell studies
on dynamics are relatively rare because collecting enough
signals with high temporal resolution is very challenging.36

SMLM in live cells has been primarily limited to relatively
slowly moving structures with few reconstructed snapshots,
and methods that improve the number of workable signals
within a short time frame tend to lose out on spatial resolution.
In contrast, when tracking a fast-moving particle, e.g., as it is
transported across the nuclear membrane within several
milliseconds, it can be almost physically impossible to collect
images over a long enough time interval to provide a complete
trajectory. Finally, because a live cell and its components are
free to migrate, sample drift must be accounted for when
analyzing the data.37,38

1.2. Nucleocytoplasmic Transport and the Challenges in
the Field

1.2.1. Nucleocytoplasmic Transport. One of the most
important areas of study within cellular biology is the interface
between the nucleus and the cytoplasm. The proper bidirec-
tional transport of materials across the nuclear membrane is
crucial to every function within a eukaryotic cell; therefore, the
process must be highly efficient and regulated. Even with a
cursory knowledge of cell biology, the importance of
nucleocytoplasmic transport is immediately quite evident.
However, this topic has many mysteries, and high-speed,
single-molecule tracking has elucidated many characteristics
that would otherwise be impossible to understand.

1.2.2. The Nuclear Pore Complex and the Nucleopor-
ins. The gate required for these transport processes is the
NPC, one of the cell’s largest and most complex protein
structures, possessing a mass ranging from 66 to 125 MDa
depending on the species.39 The NPC is composed of
approximately 30 different, highly conserved proteins called
nucleoporins (Nups).40−42 These Nups are classified into three
major categories: transmembrane, structural, and phenyl-
alanine-glycine (FG) Nups. Transmembrane Nups contain
transmembrane helices that help the NPC anchor into the
nuclear envelope (NE) and contribute to the NPC’s stability
by interacting with other nonmembrane Nups. Structural
Nups, sometimes referred to as “scaffold” Nups, provide
structural support and are primarily found in the nuclear ring,
cytoplasmic ring, and central spoke ring and as linkers between
the different rings. These are the most common category of
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Nup and typically contain either α-solenoid or β-propeller fold
structural domains.43 While all eukaryotes have similar three-
ringed structures, there is variation among species of exact
substructures and Nups used to compose the rings.44 Finally,
FG-Nups are named after their repeating sequences of
phenylalanine-glycine residues and are responsible for the
selective barrier in the NPC’s central channel.

1.2.3. Passive vs Facilitated Transportation and
Current Models. There are two primary types of transport
through the NPC: passive transport, which allows for the
diffusion of macromolecules of less than 40−60 kDa through
the pore, and facilitated transport, which requires additional
transport factors for larger structures such as the preribosomal
subunits.45,46 Facilitated transport is primarily mediated by the
FG Nups in the central channel because they are responsible
for inhibiting the passive diffusion of large macromolecules and
binding to the transport factors required for facilitating
transport. The transport receptors (TR) required to perform
facilitated diffusion are karyopherins and are typically classified
as importins or exportins depending on their directionality;
however, some have been observed to function bidirection-
ally.39 Large molecular cargo contains nuclear localization
signals (NLS) for import or nuclear export signals (NES) for
export that interact with karyopherins to form transport
complexes; this interaction is regulated by GTPase Ran.47

These karyopherins facilitate transport through the NPC by
interacting with the hydrophobic FG-Nups. While the various
karyopherins intersect in different fashions, they must all find a
balance between strong enough interactions to allow for an
association and weak enough to allow for complete transport.39

An example of this is Importin 4, one of the transport receptors
utilized for the import of histones and ribosomal proteins.47

There is still discussion regarding the most accurate model
to describe the behaviors of the NPC and how it regulates
nucleocytoplasmic transport. One of these models is the
Brownian/virtual gate polymer brushes model, which asserts
that the FG-Nups are not interacting with each other due to
their positive net charge and therefore move in such a way that
produces a thermodynamic barrier that limits the potential for
molecules to diffuse through. Another model is the selective
phase/hydrogel model, which is based on the fact that
phenylalanine and glycine in FG-Nups are hydrophobic
residues, and thus, those FG repeats could interact hydro-
phobically. This model proposes a hydrogel meshwork within
the NPC channel that contains a series of small holes that
would selectively allow for the diffusion of small molecules. A
third model is the reduction of dimensionality (ROD) model,
which states that the FG repeats are concentrated along the
inner surface of the NPC and that transport receptors interact
with this region through the NPC, allowing for facilitated two-
dimensional movement of macromolecules along the inner
wall.43 Finally, the forest model synthesizes some aspects of the
previous models into one cohesive model. Evidence has shown
that in the center of the NPC, FG-Nups with low-affinity
interactions may form a meshwork like described in the
selective phase model, and that a few FG-Nups near the
nuclear basket provide a repulsive force as described by the
Brownian model.48 This model proposes that FG Nups within
the NPC have five different structurally and chemically distinct
domains: (a) collapsed-coil, low charge-content, cohesive
domain, (b) collapsed-coil, high charge-content, noncohesive
domain, (c) extended-coil, noncohesive domain, (d) folded
domain, and (e) NPC anchor domain.43,49 The collapsed-coil

domains are present in the center of the NPC, whereas the
extended-coil domains form a peripheral ring around the
center, and different molecules will pass through either zone
depending on their size, surface charge, and hydrophobic-
ity.43,50

1.2.4. Why Study Nucleocytoplasmic Transport?
Nucleocytoplasmic transport is one of the essential processes
in cellular activity. Molecules necessary for protein synthesis,
including mRNA, tRNA, and the preribosomal subunits, are
constructed and exported from the nucleus; And nuclear
proteins such as histones and transcription factors are
translated first in the cytoplasm and imported into the
nucleus.51 When cells undergo mitotic proliferation, every
minute, hundreds of proteins and ribonucleoproteins (RNPs)
pass through each NPC.52 Due to the physical significance of
nucleocytoplasmic transportation, it is no surprise that this
process is linked to a multitude of human diseases. Many
neurological disorders are associated with NPC, and one of the
most well-studied is Achalasia-Addisonianism-Alacrima (triple
A) syndrome. Triple A is an autosomal recessive disorder that
produces highly variable symptoms including the inability to
relax the esophageal sphincter and produce tears. The gene
mapped to this disease is the AAAS gene, which has been
found to code for the protein Aladin, an NPC component.53

Evidence has suggested that, when mutated, Aladin lacks the
appropriate ability to transport proteins that protect cells from
oxidative damage,54 which was believed to link to the triple A
syndrome. Other neurodegenerative diseases associated with
the NPC include frontotemporal dementia (FTD), amyo-
trophic lateral sclerosis (ALS), and Parkinson’s disease (PD),
all of which cause progressive loss of cognitive ability and
coincide with the absence of Nup358.54−56 Observing
Huntington’s disease in a mouse model also revealed that
PolyQ aggregates correlate with a significant reduction in the
nucleocytoplasmic transport activity. The mislocalized and less
post-translationally modified Nups with disrupted NPC
permeability were believed to cause the aggregation.57 Finally,
it has been shown that certain Nups, most common being the
translocated promoter region (Tpr),58,59 Nup98,60,61

Nup358,62 and Nup214,63 produce oncogenic fusion proteins
as a result of chromosomal translocations.54 Nup214, for
example, has often been found fused to Dek and Set, modifiers
of chromatin structure, in cells with T-cell acute lymphocytic
leukemia (T-ALL) and acute myeloid leukemia (AML).54,64,65

The expression of Nup88, which interacts with mitotic
spindles, is elevated in many tumors and has been shown to
increase levels of aneuploidy.54 Many Nups have been
observed to be misregulated in cancers, including Nup210,
Nup133, Nup107, Sec13, Nup188, Nup93, Nup153, Tpr,
Nup358, Nup214, Nup98, hCG1, RanGap1, and Rae1.54

1.2.5. Challenges in the Field. Due to the complexity and
dynamic nature of the processes involved in nucleocytoplasmic
transport, studying it requires a combination of powerful
imaging instruments and techniques. Previous studies have
utilized various microscopy techniques, each possessing various
advantages and disadvantages. Confocal microscopy has been
employed to image NPCs in live-cell environments and is
barely able to resolve individual pores; however, it cannot
provide sufficient resolution to reveal the specific interactions
and pathways of single molecules passing through the NPC,
limiting its potential.66 Alternatively, imaging techniques that
can achieve subdiffraction resolution, such as electron
microscopy (EM), including cryo-EM,67−70 thin section
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Figure 1. Basic setup of SPEED microscopy, working principles, and demonstration of single particle tracking, 2D to 3D transformation. (A)
Schematic of the SPEED microscopy microscope setup for both the inclined and the vertical illumination. A 488 nm (blue) and a 568 nm (green)
laser are directed into the objective in vertical illumination or offset so that the lasers pass through the focal plane at an angle of θ3. (B) Illustration
of a molecule traveling in three dimensions as it passes through an NPC. A 2D projection of the same pathway is depicted in the lower panel. (C)
Illustration of the effect of the optical chopper on laser intensity. The chopper is calibrated to be open for 1/10 of the frames captured. (D) Series
of 2D locations of mRNA-mCherry (red spots) were captured by SPEED microscopy as they transported through the NPC (green spot). Numbers
denote time in milliseconds. (E) Representative trajectories for successful nuclear transport of tracking single particle. (F) Experimentally
determined 2D spatial locations of single molecule tracking in the NPC. (G) 3D information derived from 2D single-molecule data using a 2D-to-
3D transformation. Adapted with permission from figures previously published by Nature Protocols.133
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transmission EM,71 and field emission scanning EM
(FESEM),72 are commonly used to provide high-resolution
images of the NPC. EM approaches continue to provide
precious, high-resolution structural insight into the NPC, but
they alone cannot be used to study live cells and, therefore,
failed to show the dynamics of nucleocytoplasmic transport.73

In particular, those methods could not resolve the intrinsically
disordered regions (IDRs) of FG-Nups, which are known to
form the selective barrier and play essential roles in
nucleocytoplasmic transportation. Some researchers also
attempted to combine the strength of the light and electron
approaches in the form of Correlative Light and Electron
Microscopy (CLEM).74,75 The subdiffraction information
generated in CLEM is contributed mainly by its EM portion,
while light microscopy only provides a temporal reference
point for the EM. Therefore, while CLEM was able to study
the dynamics of the NE during mitosis, which takes minutes to
hours to finish, it is ineffective in observing faster-paced
dynamics for NPC, such as nucleocytoplasmic transportation,
which takes only several milliseconds. Another rising approach
combines EM studies with artificial intelligence in machine
learning and neural networks.76−78 However, IDRs in FG-
Nups remain a challenging target for AI-based structure
prediction, as most of their model confidence levels are in the
very low to low domains, suggesting that there is a long way to
go before AI can be fully utilized for nucleocytoplasmic
transport studies. Given these challenges, it is clear that
achieving a comprehensive understanding of nucleocytoplas-
mic transport requires an imaging technique that can provide
both high spatial and temporal resolution in live-cell
environments.

2. SPEED MICROSCOPY AND ITS 2D TO 3D
TRANSFORMATION

2.1. Working Principles of SPEED Microscopy and 2D to 3D
Transformation

To develop SPEED microscopy, an inverted epifluorescence
microscope was modified by introducing an inclined diffraction
limit spot illumination volume in the focal plane (Figure
1a).79,80 This illumination pattern integrates features from laser
scanning confocal microscopy (LSCM) and shares some of the
principles of HiLo, variable-angle epifluorescence (VAE), and
total internal reflection (TIRF) microscopies.81−83 Several
modifications have been made to the epifluorescence micro-
scope to allow for SPEED microscopy. First, a CCD camera
was used instead of a photomultiplier tube and the pinhole was
removed in front of the detector. This modification allows
direct recording of spatial information and collects photons
from a larger area. Second, an excitation laser beam was guided
to the rear aperture of the objective and shifted off the central
axis to form an inclined laser beam focused at the focal plane,
which generates a smaller adequate illumination volume in the
axial direction and partially suppresses the out-of-focus
background fluorescence. Third, the pinpointed illumination
pattern generates a high laser power density at the focal plane
even with low continuous-wave laser power, allowing for a high
number of photons from the fluorophores to be obtained
quickly. At the same time, the pinpointed illumination pattern
also significantly reduces photobleaching and phototoxic
effects in live samples, which has been further reduced by
adopting an optical chopper to create an on/off operational
mode (Figure 1c). Finally, the small illumination volume of

SPEED microscopy allows for fast detection speeds of 0.4−2
ms and a resolution of ≤10−20 nm for moving molecules in
live cells.
The modifications described above in the SPEED micros-

copy system help obtain 2D single-molecule localization
information with fast dynamics in subcellular structures.
Once the data is acquired, a postlocalization 2D-to-3D
transformation algorithm is applied to obtain 3D subdif-
fraction-limit structural and dynamic information from the
recorded 2D information (Figure 1g). This accomplishment
was attained by assuming that the subcellular structure
observed has a symmetric rotational structure. The 2D spatial
information obtained from SPEED microscopy represents a
projection of the corresponding 3D spatial information in an
x,y plane. Generally, 3D spatial information can be described in
a cylindrical coordinate system with parameters of x, angle θ,
and r. In the case of a symmetric rotational structure, the
coordinate system can be further simplified because the
distribution of the single molecules of interest in the θ
dimension is considered constant at each x and r, providing a
simplified cylindrical coordinate system with only x and r. By
converting Cartesian coordinates (x, y) of 2D spatial
information to simplified cylindrical coordinates (x, r), it is
possible to estimate 3D spatial information in a symmetric
rotational structure. Ultimately, the combination of SPEED
microscopy and its subsequent 2D-to-3D transformation
enables the acquisition of virtual 3D subdiffraction-limit
information on fast dynamical processes within a rotationally
symmetric subcellular structure.
2.2. Advantages and Limitations of SPEED Microscopy

Compared with other 3D super-resolution microscopy
techniques, SPEED’s virtual 3D super-resolution imaging
approach offers multiple benefits. First, SPEED microscopy
provides high spatial and temporal resolution for recording fast
dynamics and submicrometer subcellular structural informa-
tion simultaneously in three dimensions. Second, SPEED
microscopy involves a more straightforward sample prepara-
tion process, which does not require specialized fluorophores.
Furthermore, the pinpointed illumination pattern of SPEED
microscopy with low phototoxic effects and low out-of-focus
background fluorescence allows for its general use in live-cell
imaging. Therefore, SPEED microscopy is an ideal technique
for live-cell super-resolution imaging.
However, there are certain limitations to the method, as

well. First, aligning an inclined illumination requires knowledge
and skills in optics and microscopy. Alternatively, a vertical
illumination pattern could be utilized, reducing the technical
requirements and making it easier to implement (Figure 1a).
However, vertical illumination introduces the possibility of
simultaneously exciting two NPCs simultaneously. This could
be resolved during data analysis but will take additional time.
Second, the 2D-to-3D transformation algorithm has a limited
serviceable range, currently only capable of recovering 3D
dynamics and structural information on rotationally symmetric
systems, such as primary cilium, nuclear pore complexes
(NPCs), and glass nanocapillaries (GNCs). This limitation is
due to the algorithm’s assumption that the distribution in the θ
dimension is constant at each (x, r) in rotationally symmetric
systems. Moreover, this method averages finer details within
each radial bin along the r dimension (typically 5−10 nm).
Localizing particles in the z-dimension is based on Gaussian
probability densities of the particles in the r-dimension,
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meaning that SPEED does not provide true z-dimensional
information for discrete localizations; rather, it provides virtual
3D information for the probability density in the r-dimension.
This virtual 3D information provides statistical confidence of
the most probable z-position based on the standard deviation
of the distribution. Third, implicit in the 2D-to-3D algorithm is
an assumption that x is constant; therefore, this method works
only on structures that are horizontal to the focal plane. When
data that is not rotationally symmetric or horizontal to the
focal plane, the 2D-to-3D algorithm returns negative values

making the analysis nonviable. As such, only NPCs that reside
on the equator of the NE are imaged. The subsequent
localizations are then overlapped, and their distributions are
evaluated to ensure the imaged pore is horizontal to the focal
plane. Finally, expertise in coding and modeling is necessary to
validate the reproducibility of the obtained 3D structural
information. However, it is anticipated that the 2D-to-3D
transformation algorithms could be further developed to study
other regular or irregularly shaped structures if the molecule of
interest follows a radially symmetric distribution.

Figure 2. Two-dimensional super-resolution spatial distributions and 3D transport routes of various (A) cytosol proteins and (B) IDPs with
different molecular weights. Adapted with permission from figures previously published by PNAS84 and Protein Science.86
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3. BIOLOGICAL APPLICATION OF SPEED
MICROSCOPY

Due to the superior SNR and mild phototoxic effects of
SPEED microscopy, this technique has been utilized to
investigate the spatiotemporal dynamics and distribution of
biomolecules within a range of rotationally symmetric
subdiffraction-limit structures at a high resolution. Considering
that the transport channel of the NPC is believed to be a
rotationally symmetric system, by applying SPEED’s virtual 3D
super-resolution imaging technique, the nucleocytoplasmic
transport of various biomolecules, including small organic
molecules,84 soluble proteins,79,84−88 membrane proteins,88

intrinsically disordered proteins,87,89 and mRNAs,89,90 through
native NPCs were tracked. These experiments revealed the
kinetics of nucleocytoplasmic transportation, the pathways of
nuclear diffusion, and the configuration of the NPC’s
permeable selectivity barrier with a localization precision of
≤10 to 20 nm and a temporal resolution of 0.4−2 ms. The
SPPED microscopy was also applied to studying molecule
transport within the primary cilium,91 antibody-labeled micro-
tubules,92 and in vitro rotationally symmetric subdiffraction
structures, such as glass nanocapillaries(GNCs).91 With
SPEED microscopy, 3D transport routes of various cytosolic
and membrane proteins in primary cilium and fluorescent dyes
within the GNC were obtained with a high temporal resolution
of 0.4−2 ms and a high localization precision of ≤10−16 nm.
3.1. Tracking of Cytosol Proteins with Different Sizes,
Charges, and Conformations through the Nuclear Pore
Complexes

3.1.1. Tracking Importins and Exportins. Importin is a
karyopherin that shuttles protein molecules from the
cytoplasm to the nucleus by binding to specific recognition
sequences known as nuclear localization sequences (NLS). It
consists of two subunits: importin α and importin β. Members
of the importin-β family can transport cargo by themselves or
form heterodimers with importin-α. SPEED microscopy
studies have been used to investigate the spatial distributions
of three major importins, Imp β1,79 Imp β287 (also known as
transportin), and nuclear transport factor 2 (NTF2),87 in the
NPC. In these studies, Imp β1 was found to primarily occupy
the peripheral regions around the central axial channel of the
NPC, with a single strong interaction zone ranging from −100
to 90 nm. This finding indicated that the FG repeats
recognized by Imp β1 are mainly available in the peripheral
regions covering the entire NPC and that Imp β1 can interact
with all the FG Nups in the NPC. On the other hand, its
truncated version, Imp β1(331−861), interacted effectively
only with the FG Nups at the scaffold of the NPC, with a
strong interaction zone ranging from −40 to 70 nm, but lost
interactions at both sides of the NPC, forming two weak
interaction zones.
In contrast to Imp β1, with only one strong interaction

region across the entire NPC, Imp β2 and NTF2 had both
strong and weak transport receptor-FG interaction zones. Imp
β2 had a strong interaction region ranging only half of what
Imp β1 has, from 50 nm on the cytoplasmic side to −50 nm on
the nuclear side of the NPC. A small fraction of molecules
diffuses into the central axial channel within its weak
interaction zones on both sides of the NPC. NTF2 showed
two strong interaction zones and three weak interaction
regions along the NPC. The observations are consistent with
recent studies utilizing 3D light microscopy93 and coincide

with previous studies on the binding affinities between FG
Nups and the tested importins.94 Imp β1 strongly binds with
all the FG Nups in the NPC,94−96 while Imp β2 has relatively
weaker binding affinities with FG Nups located at the
cytoplasmic and nuclear ends of the NPC. NTF2 possesses
weak binding activity toward most FG Nups on the
cytoplasmic side and toward all the GLFG Nups, such as
Nup98, a GLFG Nup known to play a critical role in the
selectivity barrier formation of the NPC. Thus, the above result
strongly suggests that the SPEED microscopy approach, with
its 2D to 3D transformation, is still a valid and straightforward
method to study interactions in the native NPCs.
Using the information collected via SPEED microscopy, a

spatial map of the distribution of major exportins, including
Crm1, CAS, and the TapΔNLS-p15 complex, was generated.87
The TapΔNLS-p15 complex demonstrated a single, strong
interaction zone, while Crm1 and CAS exhibited multiple TR-
FG interaction regions of varying strength. These findings were
consistent with previous in vitro studies that examined the
binding affinities between these exportins and individual FG
Nups.94

3.1.2. Tracking Cytosolic Proteins of Varying Sizes.
Fluorescently labeled transiting substrates of varying sizes,84

ranging from 0.3 to 217 kDa in molecular weight and
approximately 1.4−12.8 nm in diameter, were also tracked
through native NPCs using SPEED microscopy. The analysis
of the 3D probability spatial distributions recovered from 2D
data revealed that small molecules (0.3−29 kDa) diffuse
smoothly through the single axial central channel in the native
NPCs. In contrast, larger molecules such as 41 kDa dextrans,
61 kDa GFP dimers, and 72 kDa dextrans were less or almost
entirely impermeable for this channel (Figure 2a). Our
observations were consistent with previously obtained data
from electron microscopy or size estimations from measure-
ments of bulk transport rates,97−99 and our measured cutoff
size for passive diffusion through the NPC was approximately
40−60 kDa. Regarding facilitated transportation, transport
receptors such as Imp β1 and import cargo complexes were
found to transport through the NPC efficiently but were
mainly located in the periphery of the R dimension and seldom
in the central channel. Our data support the existence of a
single passive diffusion central channel with peripheral active
transport configuration in the NPC and refute the multiple
holes in a hydrogel meshwork proposed by the selective phase/
hydrogel model. These findings are consistent with previous
statements suggesting that passive and active transport in the
NPCs occurs via distinct paths and with the forest model’s
prediction of double transport zones.

3.1.3. Tracking Cytosolic Proteins with Differing
Surface Charges. Another SPEED microscopy study was
performed to investigate the charge dependency for the
nucleocytoplasmic transportation. Substrates with similar sizes
and surface hydrophobicities that differ in surface charge were
selected as candidates for investigation. Green fluorescence
protein (GFP) with a net negative charge of −7, and its
supercharged mutations with a positive charge of +36
(+36GFP) or a negative charge of −30 (−30GFP) were
chosen. These substrates were well-suited for testing the effect
of molecular charge on passive diffusion, as they were all below
the cutoff size for passive diffusion and thus diffused through a
central axial channel in the NPC regardless of their charge.
Although the charged GFPs differed in pore binding
frequencies and transport times, their transport efficiencies
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(import and export) were almost identical once they entered
the NPC. This result suggests that negatively charged
molecules have higher initial velocity due to stronger attraction
with positively charged FG Nups. However, they do not
prioritize traversing the NPC more than less negatively charged
or positively charged molecules. On the other hand, when
studying facilitated transportation using a similar method, it
was found that the charges on the cargo did not cause
significant changes in transport kinetics or 3D transport routes.
Both findings suggest that while surface charge may affect
initial interactions with the NPC, hydrophobic interactions
dominate the facilitated translocation of charged cargo
complexes.85

3.1.4. Tracking Cytosolic Proteins with Intrinsically
Disordered Regions. SPEED microscopy has also been used
to determine whether the size-dependent principle of
nucleocytoplasmic transport for folded proteins applies to
intrinsically disordered proteins (IDPs), individual IDPs with

varying sizes were monitored as they traveled through the
native NPCs.86 The study employed both large (>40 kDa) and
small (<40 kDa) IDPs with and without FG domains within
their disordered regions. The candidates ranged from 11 to 63
kDa, which were highly disordered and were isolated with high
purity (Figure 2b). To our best knowledge, no specific
transport receptors are identified for the IDP candidates that
were tested. The result showed that both large (62 kDa Nsp1
and 45 kDa Nup159) and small (37 kDa Nup42 and 11 kDa
Nup116) IDP candidates could diffuse through native NPCs
without transport receptors. This finding contradicts the
behavior observed in soluble proteins such as 2x-GFP and
larger dextrans. Furthermore, the passive diffusion of these
large FG-IDPs through the NPCs occurred with similar
diffusion times (1−4 ms) and transport efficiencies (∼50%) as
the smaller FG-IDPs. These observations demonstrate that
molecular weight is unlikely the dominant factor in
determining transport mode and kinetics for IDPs. The 3D

Figure 3. Optical pathway for smFRAP as well as examples of expected data. (A) Schematic of the excitation laser used in smFRAP. A 561 nm laser
(green) is directed into the objective. The inset depicts the laser passing through the nuclear envelope while the focal plane is at the nuclear
equator, thereby illuminating NETs on both the inner and outer nuclear membrane. Inset illustrates laser power during the different phases of
smFRAP. Fluorophores are initially photobleached using high laser power. The chopper is then engaged, allowing fluorescently tagged NETs to
diffuse into the detection area. (B) Two-dimension (2D) super-resolution image of LBR on the NE, in which the INM shown in red and the ONM
shown in purple. C) Two-peak Gaussian fittings of the points collected from the NE showing the distribution of LBR along the NE. The shaded
regions represent the width of the INM and ONM as determined by the full width at half-maximum (fwhm) as determined by the fitting. (D)
Approximate concentration ratios of LBR distribution along the INM (red) and ONM (purple). (E) FRAP curve for LBR. The mobile fraction of
whole NE is ∼0.39. INM: inner nuclear membrane; ONM: inner nuclear membrane. Adapted with permission from figures previously published by
Cell Press.117
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nuclear transport routes of the large FG-IDPs revealed that
they mainly diffuse through the central axial channel of the
NPC, which was previously thought to be reserved for the
passive diffusion of small folded proteins. Conversely, the two
smaller FG-IDPs, Nup42 (1−372) and Nup116 (348−458),
primarily diffused through the peripheral regions of the pore,
as evidenced by the spatial probability of IDPs staying in the
periphery mainly (>80%). Interestingly, the transport routes
for these small IDPs without transport receptors were similar
to the facilitated translocation of large folded protein cargos.
The distinct transport routes for small and large IDPs seem to
be the opposite of the spatial transport routes identified for
small and large folded cargo proteins in our previous studies.
3.2. Tracking Membrane Proteins across the Nuclear
Envelope

The nuclear envelope consists of two discrete phospholipid
bilayers, the outer nuclear membrane (ONM) and inner
nuclear membrane (INM), separated by a perinuclear space of
∼30−50 nm,.100,101 Embedded within these membranes are a
wide variety of proteins called nuclear envelope trans-
membrane proteins (NETs) critical to proper cellular function
that exists on either the ONM, INM, or both the ONM and
INM in different concentrations. NETs play an essential role in
cell and nuclear migration, genome regulation, and mechano-
signal transduction via the linker of nucleoskeleton and
cytoskeleton (LINC) complex, as well as providing structure
to their respective membranes.102−111 Dysregulation of NET
concentration results in a group of human diseases commonly
referred to as laminopathies or envelopathies, possibly the
most prominent being Emery-Dreifuss muscular dystrophy,
which is caused by mutations in EMD and LMNA, the genes
encoding the NETs emerin and A-type lamins, respec-
tively.112−114

In light of the critical roles played by NETs as well as their
implications in understanding human diseases, there is
significant interest in understanding the transport dynamics
of NETs as well as their relative quantification and localization
to the INM or ONM of NETs. To this end, our lab has
developed a single-molecule super-resolution technique, single-
molecule fluorescence recovery after photobleaching
(smFRAP), to not only confirm the presence of proteins on
the inner or outer nuclear membrane, but their relative
concentrations as well as the diffusion coefficients of NETs
moving through the nuclear envelope.115

The development of smFRAP began with the recognition of
the physical limitations of optical microscopy, introduced as
Abbe’s diffraction limit in the previous section. As the INM
and ONM are separated only by the ∼30−50 nm perinuclear
space, the distance between these two membranes falls well
below the diffraction limit. As a result, many specialized
methods have been developed to interrogate NETs located on
the INM and ONM.108 While many techniques, both
biochemical and microscope-based, exist to evaluate this
problem, they suffer from low temporal resolution, rendering
them ill-suited to interrogating the dynamics of NETs in live
cells. smFRAP was created as a method to bring together the
principles of traditional FRAP, typically performed on a
confocal microscope, with the high-speed and super-resolution
abilities of vertical SPEED microscopy, allowing for improved
spatial and temporal resolution.116

Traditional FRAP, also termed bulk FRAP, is used to
calculate what proportion of the NET of interest is mobile or

immobile. This is accomplished by evaluating the proportion
of NETs that are able to return to the area following
photobleaching via a photobleaching recovery curve (Figure
3e). This information is important as during smFRAP, only the
mobile fraction will be observed. Therefore, to calculate the
final ratio of NETs, a corrected ratio is calculated using this
information. Next, smFRAP is used by focusing the center of a
single-point super-resolution system on the membrane of a cell
(Figure 3a). The NETs of interest are then photobleached
using a laser power approximately ten times that of the imaging
power. Following photobleaching, a video with very high
capture speed, for example, 2 ms/frame, is utilized to track
NETs at the single-molecule level as they diffuse back into the
photobleached area. To prevent photobleaching of the
individual NETs, an optical chopper is employed (Figure
3a). The subsequent single-molecule traces are then localized
and plotted in two dimensions (Figure 3b). A density
histogram along the X-axis is generated that then shows the
number of localizations (Figure 3c). A double Gaussian curve
is then fit to the resulting histogram. This defines the INM and
ONM, with the area under the curve being used to calculate
the relative concentration of NETs on the INM and ONM
(Figure 3d). In addition to evaluating the relative localization
to the discrete membranes, the individual single-molecule
traces are evaluated for their diffusion coefficients, calculated
using mean square displacement (MSD). During this phase, it
is also possible to track discrete NETs as they transport from
one membrane to the other through the nuclear pore
complex.88,115 A step-by-step protocol on how to perform
this method has been previously published.117

This method has been utilized to investigate various aspects
of different NETs. Specifically, the NETs NET59, NET51,
NET99, Lap2β, and Lamin binding receptor (LBR) were
evaluated for their relative concentration, transport routes
through the NPC, and diffusion coefficients.88 This study
provided never before seen insight into how NETs transport
from the ONM to the INM, helping to clarify the current
models of NET transport. In addition to the transport behavior
of NETs, this technique was employed to great effect in
evaluating the behavior of stimulators of interferon genes
(STING) with and without the presence of synthetic double-
stranded RNA and plasmid DNA. This study demonstrated
that not only was STING present on both the INM and ONM,
but that the diffusion coefficient of this NET increased 4-fold
when foreign RNA and DNA were present in the cell,
indicating a redistribution of nuclear envelope STING as part
of the innate immune response.118

3.3. Mapping mRNAs Export through Native and Aberrant
NPCs

3.3.1. mRNA Nuclear Export through Native NPCs.
Exemplar cellular health and function are dependent on the
effective mRNA nuclear export. A process requiring mRNA
protein complexes, messenger ribonucleoprotein (mRNP), to
interact with nuclear membrane-bound NPCs. Marking
mRNP’s nucleocytoplasmic diffusion through the NPC is a
crucial rate-limiting step in its maturation. With dimensions of
10−20 nm in diameter and 90−150 nm in length,119 mRNPs
are among the largest endogenous cargos to transport through
the NPC and fall well above the selectively permeable barrier
of the NPC.120−123 Of the cofactors associated with the
mRNP, major nuclear transport receptor (NTR) Tap/p15 is
believed to facilitate mRNP’s diffusion through the NPC by
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binding to the complex and ferrying it through the NPC.124 To
quantify and resolve the transport dynamics of mRNPs, vectors
containing a 24X MS2 stem-loop mRNA and fluorescently
labeled MS2 coat protein (MCP) were cotransfected.125,126

The exogenous model mRNA is bound by several fluorescently
labeled MCPs and imaged by SPEED microscopy, with a
spatial-temporal resolution of 8−12 nm and 2 ms.124,127 Our
findings revealed a fast-slow-fast diffusion pattern for mRNPs
interacting with NPCs, with prolonged interactions occurring
within the central channel of the NPC, correlating with the
slightly higher amount of central channel abortive events
observed within native NPCs (Figure. 4a). Additionally, a high
overlap between the mRNP and Tap/p15 3D nuclear transport
route maps was observed, with the peak density differing by
approximately 1−2 nm. Notably, the central channel region
contains high concentrations of FG-Nups. Those FG-Nups
interact heavily with NTRs128 and exemplify Tap/p15’s role as
an NTR for mRNP nuclear export.

3.3.2. mRNA Nuclear Export through Aberrant NPCs.
When comparing the different subregions of the NPC, it was
found that within native NPCs, the central channel FG-Nups
has slightly more influence on mRNP nuclear export that
successfully enters the NPC. However, concerning nuclear
transport efficiency and NPC docking, the nuclear basket FG-
Nups, Nup153, Nup50, and Tpr play a more significant role in
successful mRNP nuclear export. To accurately access each
nuclear basket Nup’s impact on mRNP transport, the
stoichiometric ratio of nuclear basket Nups was quantified by
sequential photobleaching of each stably expressed fluores-
cently labeled Nup. Our findings revealed a 1:1:1 stoichio-
metric ratio with a copy number of eight for each nuclear
basket Nup. Refuting previous measurements of 1:4:2123 and
2:1:2129 for Nup153:Nup50:Tpr with one equal to a copy
number of eight. With each nuclear basket Nup appropriately
weighted, each Nup was selectively knocked down by an auxin-
inducible degron approach, quantifying its significance on
mRNP nuclear export. These experiments observed a 4-fold
decrease in mRNP nuclear export efficiency when knocking
down Nup153 and Nup50. With changes in all three

subregions for abortive events (Figure 4b). These include a
3-fold and 2-fold decrease in the cytoplasmic fibrils and central
channel subregions, respectively, and a more than 4-fold
increase in the nuclear basket subregion. Interestingly, the
absence of Tpr reduced mRNPs docking and subsequent entry
into the NPC by approximately 75%.
3.4. Imaging of Viral Particles through the NPCs

Viruses are known to be intracellular pathogens that exploit
host cells to generate viral progeny. This involves hijacking the
cellular components of the host cell, with some viruses
replicating solely in the cytoplasm, while others use the host
nucleus for viral replication. Transport receptors often
participate in this process, although the mechanisms for the
nuclear translocation of viral genetic material may differ among
viral classes. Adeno-associated virus 2 (AAV2), a parvovirus
with a diameter of approximately 25 nm, is capable of using
facilitated transport to move its entire viral capsid into the
nucleus. Its nucleocytoplasmic transportation is likely due to
the presence of nuclear localization signals (NLSs) in the basic
regions of VP1, VP2, and VP3, as their mutations have been
shown to significantly reduce the import of the viral capsid
significantly. Despite this, AAV vectors remain popular for
nuclear gene delivery due to their low pathogenicity and tissue
specificity. Our research aimed to enhance our understanding
of AAV nuclear import by examining different details of the
process within NPCs, such as import time, success rate, and
particle configuration during translocation.130 Thus, SPEED
microscopy was implemented to track individual AAV2
particles across the NE and through single NPCs in live
cells, and the observations showed that around 17% of intact
AAV2 particles originating from the cytoplasm successfully
traversed the NPC to enter the nucleoplasm. The results
suggest that the nuclear import of AAV2 particles could be
another rate-limiting step for AAV2, along with the
cytoplasmic131 and endosomal membranes132 suggested in
other studies.

Figure 4. Nuclear export of mRNP through native (A) and aberrant NPCs (B). Both illustrations show an mRNP particle successfully exporting
through the NPC (green arrow) and abortively exporting from the NPC (red arrow). The nuclear basket, central channel, or cytoplasmic fibril
subregions separate the abortive nuclear export. The numerical values for the successful and abortive nuclear export indicate the transport efficiency
from the 2021 Li et al. study.89
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3.5. Mapping of Scaffold and Disordered Proteins in the
NPC

In addition to efforts in single-molecule tracking to study
nucleocytoplasmic transport, restoring the NPC’s structural
information to understand the entire process better is a major
focus for SPEED. Although the complex itself does not get
transported, it serves as the central hub for the entire process
and is therefore worthy of highlighting in this review. Our
initial efforts focused on the spatial distribution of scaffold
Nups, such as Pom121, Nup37, and Nup35.133 Pom121
showed eight specific grouped locations with a diameter of 118
± 4 nm in the radial distribution, while Nup37 and Nup35 had
circular diameters of 90 ± 4 and 64 ± 5 nm, respectively. The
scaffold Nups were found to be distributed across three distinct
layers in the radial dimension, and the spatial location of each
Nup was determined. However, the radial view was limited and
did not reveal the complete distribution and copy number for
each Nup along the axial direction of the NPC. To obtain an
axial view, individual NPCs were illuminated on either the left
or right side. Pom121 exhibited a single-line spatial
organization, while Nup37 and Nup35 had two isolated line
distributions separated by varying distances of 36 ± 3 and 7 ±
3 nm, respectively. Based on the radial and axial views, it was
found that Pom121 had a single layer, while Nup37 and
Nup35 had two layers. Pom121 showed an 8-fold grouping in
the radial dimension, suggesting a total copy number of eight.
This suggestion was supported by the GFP intensity
distribution of NPCs expressing GFP-Pom121, which
indicated an average of 8 ± 1 (mean ± sem) copies of GFP-
Pom121 per NPC. The radial distribution of both Nup37 and
Nup35 exhibited eight groupings, while the axial dimension
had two layers. However, it is unclear from these data alone
whether there are 16 or 32 copies of corresponding Nups per
NPC, as each Nup layer in the axial dimension may contain
either 8 or 16 copies. To estimate the copy number, we also
used GFP intensities to measure NPCs containing GFP-tagged
Nup37 or Nup35. Our analysis of Nup37 revealed that ∼49%
of NPCs had GFP intensity values corresponding to more than
16 copies of GFP, supporting the presence of 32 copies of
Nup37 in native NPCs. For Nup35, the GFP intensity
distribution showed that ∼50% of NPCs contained intensities
corresponding to more than eight copies of GFP, while all
measured NPCs had fewer than 32 copies, suggesting 16
copies of Nup35 in native NPCs.

4. PERSPECTIVE
Despite significant progress in understanding nucleocytoplas-
mic transport processes, a large portion of this complex system
remains unknown. Numerous questions need to be answered
in future studies. For instance, while our previous research
examined the distinct role of nuclear basket Nups during
mRNA export, the roles of central Nups and cytoplasmic Nups
are still unclear. Investigating the role of central Nups, such as
Nup98, Nup54, Nup58, and Nup62, which are believed to
form the selective barrier in the NPC, would be particularly
intriguing. The question of whether any of these Nups play a
more dominant role than the others during mRNA export
remains unanswered. Additionally, expanding the application
of SPEED to disease studies could be a logical next step given
that disruption and manipulation of nucleocytoplasmic trans-
portation are often linked to human diseases, particularly
neurological diseases and cancer. Targets of interest could

include Aladin, which is associated with triple A syndrome,
Nup358, which is associated with neurodegenerative diseases,
and fusion Nups, which are associated with T-cell acute
lymphocytic leukemia. Quantifying how nucleocytoplasmic
transport changes when these targets of interest are disrupted
could substantially improve our understanding of the patho-
genesis of these diseases.
The assumption for 2D-to-3D transformation algorithms to

work is that there is a constant density of the fluorescently
labeled molecule of interest along a given radial area.
Therefore, we anticipate that our approach could be further
developed for other regular or even irregularly shaped radially
symmetric structures. Radially symmetric tubes are not rare in
the cellular environment, including NPCs, primary cilium, and
microtubules, which have been studied in our laboratory using
SPEED microscopy. Expanding this approach to other radially
symmetric structures, such as spherical and ellipsoid shapes,
would undoubtedly broaden its scope and area of application,
as these shapes commonly exist in cells. For example,
endosomes and vesicles are highly dynamic systems that are
generally spherical in shape. In order to gain the capability to
investigate spherical, ellipsoidal, irregularly shaped, or near-
radially symmetric objects, it is necessary to develop a more
sophisticated 2D-to-3D algorithm. Obtaining high spatiotem-
poral resolution live-cell images of such structures would
provide critical insights into their structural and dynamic study.
While super-resolution microscopy techniques such as STED,
SIM, and STORM have been used to study endosomes, the
lateral resolution achieved is on the lower end of the super-
resolution techniques, at ∼90−100 nm.134 Achieving a lateral
resolution of 10 nm, as demonstrated in many SPEED
microscopy studies, could provide unprecedented insights
into endosome behavior and other subcellular structures,
significantly contributing to our understanding of cell biology.
As aforementioned, SPEED microscopy enables accurate

localization of individual fluorescent molecules within
submicrometer biological channels or cavities, in both
stationary and moving states, with high spatiotemporal
resolution in 2D. Coupling this method with our 2D-to-3D
transformation algorithm has allowed us to recover 3D
subdiffraction-limit information from 2D images, representing
a significant advancement in the field of cellular dynamics.
There are a few ways in which the technique can be further
developed to overcome, or reduce the effect of, some of the
limitations listed in section 2.2, and are currently in the
planning stages. As mentioned previously, the 2D-to-3D
algorithm may be improved to allow for the expansion of the
types of subcellular structures that can be investigated by
SPEED. In addition, one of the most time-consuming and
difficult portions of utilizing the technique is aligning the laser
to allow for appropriate inclined illumination. In the future,
this process may be improved in a way that allows for the
process to be more automated, reducing the preparation time
and making the experimental setup more user-friendly. Finally,
the digital tools required to analyze data collected from SPEED
and to validate the reproducibility of the obtained information
require some knowledge of coding and modeling. A graphical
user interface could be developed for this process, which would
make SPEED more accessible to other laboratories. We believe
that further development of the system is necessary to expand
its application beyond the NPC and primary cilia to other
subcellular structures such as exosomes and mitochondria.
With its high spatial and temporal resolution, straightforward
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sample prep, and pinpointed illumination pattern, SPEED
microscopy could provide unprecedented insights into more
subcellular structures and enhance our understanding of their
functions.

5. CONCLUSION
Over the years, scientists have made significant strides in
improving the imaging resolution of light microscopy to study
cellular structures and dynamics under physiological con-
ditions. Despite these advances, obtaining information on a
three-dimensional (3D) super-resolution scale in live cells at
high speeds remains a challenge. Recently, a new technique
called SPEED microscopy was developed along with a 2D-to-
3D transformation algorithm, which is specifically designed for
subcellular structures and organelles with rotational symmetry
like the NPC. With the SPEED microscopy approach,
researchers have been able to track cytosol proteins with
varying physical properties, membrane proteins, mRNAs, and
viral particles as they move through the NPC. By observing the
transport behaviors of these proteins and complexes, as well as
tracking Nups themselves, scientists have gained meaningful
insights into the structure of the pore, further enhancing our
understanding of this dynamic and essential process.
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■ VOCABULARY
Single-molecule localization microscopy (SMLM): SMLM
is a set of super-resolution microscopy techniques, most
notably including photoactivated localization microscopy
(PALM), stochastic optical reconstruction microscopy
(STORM), and Point accumulation in nanoscale top-
ography (PAINT). By controlling the spatiotemporal
relationship between fluorescence of different molecules,
SMLM can achieve resolutions around 20 nm or better.
Nuclear Pore Complex (NPC): The NPC is a large cellular
protein complex, each weighing over 100 MDa in human

cells, and acts as a selectively permeable barrier between the
nucleus and the cytoplasm. Cargo passes bidirectionally
through the NPC via passive diffusion, for small molecules,
and facilitated diffusion for large cargo. Facilitated diffusion
is mediated by nuclear transporters, notably karyopherins
and other similar transporters, that interact with phenyl-
alanine-glycine nucleoporins (FG-Nups) to facilitate trans-
port.
Nucleoporins (Nups): Nups are the individual proteins that
make up the NPC. There are approximately 30 different
Nups that exist in octameric symmetry within the complex.
Nups can be most easily separated into three distinct classes,
scaffold Nups which form the backbone of the complex, FG-
Nups which create the selective barrier and permit
facilitated diffusion through the pore, and transmembrane
Nups which anchor the NPC to the nuclear envelope.
SPEED Microscopy: This technique, in combination with a
2D-to-3D transformation algorithm, has been developed
over the past few years as a super-resolution method of
investigating rotationally symmetric cellular structures, most
notably the structure and function of the NPC. The method
utilizes either an inclined or vertical illumination laser to
excite and subsequently localize a single NPC and discrete
macromolecules as they transport through the complex. Due
to its application in live cells, high spatiotemporal resolution,
and ability to derive 3D information from 2D images,
SPEED Microscopy has been employed to study the
behaviors of single NPCs and nucleocytoplasmic transport
events with extreme precision.
Photon budget: The photon budget describes the number of
available photons that can be collected by a detector over a
given exposure time. This photon budget can be variously
allocated to improve localization precision, sensitivity, or
temporal resolution. A high photon budget enables
improvements in all facets while a poor photon budget
must be selectively allocated to optimize a discrete aspect of
imaging. Each specific imaging system and fluorophore has a
distinct photon budget that is impacted by factors such as
the brightness, extinction coefficient, quantum yield, photo-
stability of the target fluorophore, and the level of
background signal.
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